Visitors praise
the quality
and value of
widely considered the flagship due to
its strong varietal definition, the ’90s
passion for shiraz and cabernet saw
grafting became a large focus. That
same decade, there were also significant
changes in ownership, with the larger
companies stepping aside to make way
for local farmers.
“From a corporates perspective, you
can understand the reason why they
moved on; there were some very large
corporate holdings in Padthaway, and
they needed to spread that risk across
Australia, which presented some great
opportunities for local people,” says
Treasury Wine Estates manager David
Edwards. Padthaway grapes that were
once used to bolster wine definition
without recognition are now being
rewarded with their own label, and
Padthaway Grape Growers Association
president Andrew Bryson is among
those leading the charge. “We’re fifthgeneration farmers and have about
200ha of vineyards, and while we sell
a little bit off to the corporates, the
majority of the grapes go into our own
labels Morambro Creek, Jip Jip Rocks,
Mount Monster and the limited release
shiraz cabernet blend The Bryson,” he
explains. “Probably about 50 per cent
of our wine is exported and in the last
few years we’ve been concentrating
domestically on the east coast of
Australia and over in WA.”
Sam Ward is another farmer turned
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vigneron whose family settled in the
Padthaway district in 1938. The Wards
began converting paddocks to vineyards
in 1997 and now sell seven different
varieties under contract. “It was an
opportunistic time in the 1990s when
a lot of others were getting into the
vineyard business, and the friendly
nature of the Padthaway community has
meant that there have been some really
strong support networks,” he says.
Former Padthaway Estate winemaker,
Pam Dunsford, reflects on the changing
of the guard: “The corporates do bring
a strength of technical knowledge and a
strength in marketing, and just a higher
level of business guidance that helps
small areas - there’s no doubt about that but the individuals can show the courage
that they may not be able to show if they
were working for a corporate,” she says.
Padthaway Estate is the home of the
famed Eliza Sparkling range crafted
with a classic French Champagne Coq
press, and one of only two cellar doors
in the district. Henry’s Drive Vignerons
also welcomes visitors, and is proud of
its “hidden gem” status.
“For us it was all about the commitment
to the region; our wine is made off-site
so I guess we needed a home for our
wine brand and somewhere that we
could entertain our guests whether they
be Australian or international,” says
proprietor Kim Longbottom.
Visitors praise the quality and value
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of the wines, but the growers believe
that the region’s biggest strength is
consistency. “It’s year in year out,
producing really good quality fruit - you
don’t get a huge amount of vintage
variation, so as a wine producer it makes
it a whole lot easier,” says Longbottom.
And although it’s already been 50
years, everyone agrees that it’s just the
beginning in terms of potential.
Left: Padthaway Homestead in Autumn.
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